THE DARTMOOR STONE CIRCLES
STONE CIRCLE, in western archaeology, is to be distinguished
from the hut-circle, which is the foundation of a dwelling, and
the retaining circle, which is an adjunct of the grave, associated
with the cairn or barrow (see pp. 182-191).
The purpose of the hut-circle is fully understood, and the associations
of the retaining circle are known, but not its ritual intent, if any. The
stone circle, according to our terminology, is larger than either the
hut or any but a few of the retaining circles, unfitted by structure for
use as a habitation, unassociated, as far as can be ascertained, with
graves. There is some evidence that large fires were lit within the stone
circles, but no evidence as to the purpose of those fires. To avoid all
suggestion of knowledge which is not ours, we have taken the trivial
name ‘stone circle’, and applied it as a specific name to those circles of
stone which are neither huts, retaining circles, nor pounds.
Characteristic examples are the circles at Brisworthy (T.D.A., Vol.
35, p. 99), Buttern Hill, Scorhill, and Sherberton, and the ‘Grey
Wethers’. Others survive at Whitemoor, Fernworthy, Down Ridge,
Merrivale, and Langstone Moor.

A

SCORHILL CIRCLE

Scorhill circle has long been known, and often described, but, as
often happens, the descriptions have gathered more each from the
other than has always accorded with accuracy, and where they have
not borrowed they are inconsistent. As far as I know the circle has
never been carefully planned and the plan published, an omission the
more surprising in that it has been fully recognized as one of our prin
cipal Dartmoor monuments, indeed, most writers have agreed with
Rowe in the importance which they have attributed to it. (“This is
by far the finest example of the rude but venerable shrines of Druidical
worship in Devonshire.”) It is certainly a fine circle, well placed on
ground which slopes to the south and west, and commanding an ex
tensive view of the valleys of the North Teign and Wallabrook. It has
suffered much spoliation, but has been spared from the hand of the
restorer.
Rowe, in the Perambulation, says that but twenty stones were stand248
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ing, several having fallen. Croker, writing in 1851 three years later,
says that twenty-seven stones formed the circle, of which several were
prostrate. Ormerod states that in 1858, twenty-mine stones were erect,
and two prostrate. Murray’s Handbook, 1865, sets the tale at twentysix standing stones, and six fallen, and it is to be noted that Murray gives
the accurate diameter of the circle, 88 ft. Chudleigh (first edition ?1891)
reports twenty-three stones as then standing, but does not say how
many lay fallen; his sketch appears to show seven. Brooking Rowe,
as editor of the third edition of his uncle’s work, states that, in 1896,
twenty-four stones were standing, and eight had fallen.
It is very difficult to account for these discrepancies, one can not
even say that the record shows a progressive loss of standing stones,
either by robbery or collapse. Nor is there at the present any difficulty
in discriminating between the standing and the fallen. The matter is
further complicated if we refer to the one descriptive reference which
appears in the T.D.A.: Spence Bate, Vol. 4,1871, p. 514. There we find
the entry: “There are thirty-one stones, all of which are in position
excepting two which have fallen. Rowe says that there are thirty-seven,
two of which havefallen." The italics are mine. Pursuing this statement, I
find that, in the first volume of the P.I., Rowe, as the result ofinvestiga
tions made in 1827-8, stated that the stones were “ thirty-seven in num
ber, ten of which are fallen”. It is traditional of certain groups elsewhere
in Britain that no two counts can be made agree, a tradition which may
be better founded than I had heretofore credited.
I have gathered in the following table, all the data which I can find
on my shelves; the list is certainly not complete.

Date

1827-8
1848
1851
1858
1865
1876
1878
1879
1889
1891
1896
1900
1909
1931

Authority

S. Rowe
S. Rowe
Croker
Ormerod
Murray
Spence Bate
R. N. Worth
Lukis and Andrews
Page
Chudleigh
Brooking Rowe
Baring Gould
Crossing
The Author

Stones
erect

Stones
fallen

10
27
20
Erect and fallen 27
29
*2
6
26
2
29
1 1■
—
8
24
several
25
?7
23
8
24
8
24
8
24
23
7
■■ 1

Probable
number
Diameter of stones
when
feet
complete

90
100
■—

90
88
—

90
——

85
72
90
92
90
88

——
-

51
55
——
———
—
.. ——
52
—
■■

—

65 to 70
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I conclude that twenty-four stones were standing in 1879, and that
for many years that had probably been the number.
A stone next to and east of the cart track on the southern circum
ference of the circle, is shown by Lukis and Andrews as standing, but
‘‘leaning in”: this has since fallen and is easily identified. It would appear
to have fallen before Chudleigh visited the circle, so that from 1891, at
least, there have been but twenty-three standing stones. This leaning
stone added to the stones shown by Lukis and Andrews as fallen should
bring the total of fallen stones to nine certain, and one queried; but I
cannot accept some of the stones which they plan as being other than
casuals, never involved in the circle.
Their survey also shows that the outlying stone to the south of the
circle, which I mark as having the end cut off, had already in 1879 been
so mutilated. Upon their survey the north point has been reversed, and
indicates the south.
I believe that Brooking Rowe took his information in 1896 from
Messrs. Lukis and Andrews, and that Baring-Gould and Crossing copied
him.
I am indebted to the Society of Antiquaries for the opportunity of
quoting from the survey made by the Rev. W. C. Lukis and Col.
Andrews, the Society having very kindly supplied me with a tracing
of his plan.
We may call yet another witness, Williams, the artist who illustrated
the first edition of Rowe’s Perambulation. Williams was rather artistic
than accurate, in such matters as scenery, or the precise form of a stone,
but he is likely to have shown just as many stones as he could see. He
shows twenty-one stones standing: it is conceivable that one or two
were obscured by those drawn, but hardly probable that six were so
hidden.
Rowe makes the assertion that the two tallest stones yet erect stood
at nearly opposite points of the circle, and that statement has constantly
been repeated. The stones in question are easily identified, and are still
erect; but they are not diametrically placed. The angle which they
subtend at the centre of the circle is 146°-30'-0" and not 1800. None
the less, 1 have quite recently been told that the opposition of these two
stones must have some hidden meaning. And, while there is some
ground for supposing that the present tallest stone has always occupied
that prominence, it is by no means certain that among the fallen stones
and those removed there have not been successful rivals to that which
is now the second in height.
The dimensions of the stones now standing are as follows, starting
with the tallest and proceeding clockwise. The dimensions are given
in the following order: height above ground, width tangential to the
circle, thickness radial to the circle.
8 ft 2 in., 2 ft 2 in., 3 ft; at 2 ft 6 in. above ground 2 ft 3½ in., 1 ft 7 in./

Fig. 8o. Scorhill stone circle.
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3 ft 7 in., 3 ft., nin., /4 ft, 2 ft, 1 ft 3 in. /3 ft 3 in., 1 ft 7 in., 1 ft 2 in. /
2 ft 7 in., 2 ft 3 in., 1 ft 1 in. / 2 ft 10 in., 1 ft 2 in., 1 ft 1 in. / 4 ft 2 in.,
5 ft, 1 ft / 3 ft 11 in., 2 ft 2| in., 1 ft 4 in. / 3 ft 7 in., 2 ft 6 in., 9 in. /
5 ft 7 in., 2 ft 7 in., 1 ft 7 in., the second highest / 3 ft 6 in., 2 ft 3 in.,
9 in. / 3 ft 7 in., 1 ft 11 in., 10 in. / 2 ft 8 in., 1 ft 6 in., 9 in. / 2 ft 11 in.,
1 ft 4 in., 8 in. / 3 ft 4 in., 1 ft 9 in., 11 in. / 3 ft 8 in., 1 ft 8 in., 10 in. /
3 ft, 1 ft 9 in., 10 in. / 2 ft 10 in., 3 ft 6 in., 7 in. / 4 ft 11 in., 2 ft 6 in.,
1 ft / 4 ft 2 in., 2 ft 10 in., 8 in. / 3 ft 2 in., 1 ft 7 in., 10 in. / 4 ft 7 in.,
3 ft 2 in., 10 in. / 4 ft 8 in., 3 ft 2 in., 10 in.
The nearest formal circle which will approximate to the actual
setting of the stones has a diameter of 88 ft, and the deviations from
this ideal are but slight, in fact the circle is unusually near geometrical
truth.
In addition to the fallen stones, but little displaced, and one which
has been somewhat removed from the circle, it is locally recognized
that other original members of the monument have found utilitarian
use not far away. There is a pot-water leat to Scorhill and other farms
which contours the hillside to the west and south of the circle, and at its
nearest is less than 60 yds distant. Here it crosses a mire, and it has been
found difficult to maintain its lower bank, with the result that the circle
has at some time been raided to provide stones to retain the water.
The stones are all columnar, and beyond doubt the local view that they
came from the circle is correct. The following are measurements of
the more important of these: 4 ft 9 in, 1 ft 6 in. / 7 ft 10 in., 1 ft 8 in.,
1 ft 1 in., has been split off from a larger block of the same length/
5 ft 5 in., 1 ft 2 in., 1 ft 2 in., also appears to have been split off a larger
piece / 6 ft, 2 ft 7 in., 1 ft? / 4 ft 9 in., 1 ft 11 in., 1 ft / and several smaller
broken pieces.
In addition to this direct robbery, three of the fallen stones yet re
maining at the circle have been attacked; one lying outside has been
shortened, by how much cannot be said, but its original length must
have exceeded 6 ft; two have been holed for splitting longitudinally,
off one a piece has been taken, and the other has also been trimmed.
The perpetrator of these last outrages was caught in the act, his desire
was for gate-posts, but he had to obtain them elsewhere.
A rough cart track crosses the circle, leading to the fords on the
Wallabrook and the North Teign. This track now passes through the
western half of the area; roughly parallel to it, but in the eastern half, is
a surface-water channel, which represents a former track. Why a route
should be taken through the circle is difficult to conceive. The one point
of interest is that the water channel has cut well below the surface and
eveals nothing but the natural subsoil.
The illustrations which I submit are: a plan of the circle, surveyed
on the 6 and 7 August 1931 (Fig. 80); Pl. 49, a view of the circle, look
ing westward; Pl. 50A, a view of the tallest stone; and Pl. 50B, the stolen

Fig. 81. Buttern stone circle.
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stones in the side of the leat. In the plan those stones which are still erect
have been indicated by hatching.
BUTTERN HILL CIRCLE

At the foot of the western slope of Buttern Hill lies another circle,
slightly smaller than that on Scorhill. Here five stones are still erect,
nineteen have fallen, triggers give clear indication of the position
formerly occupied by five stones now lost, and there are some doubtful,
and small, stones. The tallest member now standing is but 28 in. above
ground, and of a curious shape, which seems to be purely natural in
origin. The gatepost merchant has been here also, and some of the fallen
stones owe their present shape to his interference, being now more
columnar than before his attack. The nearest equivalent true circle
would have a diameter of 81 ft.
In 1931 a great part of the turf within the circle was skimmed off for
fuel, in accordance with an unfortunate habit which prevails in the
Chagford district, where little true peat-cutting is now done. Although
this habit disfigures the moor, and destroys pasture, it has one slight
advantage. It reveals the worked flints that so often lie immediately
under the turf; and this, and not the greater prevalence of implements,
has probably led to the marked predominance in our museums of flints
from the north and east of Dartmoor. So far nothing has been found as
the result of this operation within Buttern Circle.
A Plan of Buttern Hill Circle is given in Fig. 81.
SHERBERTON CIRCLE

Sherberton Circle occupies a commanding position on the crest of a
ridge at an elevation of about 1,100 ft above mean sea level (Pl. 51 a).
There are nine stones still erect and in place, one stone erect but prob
ably slightly displaced, and two fallen stones.
The stones which are still erect and in place are distributed over about
one-half of the circumference, from somewhat west of north, around
by the east to somewhat east of south. Taking all the stones into account
about two-thirds of the circumference are occupied.
The stones in place are small, two reach a height of 2 ft 3 in., two
are only 1 ft 4 in. in height; the average of the largest dimensions on
plan is approximately 2 ft.
It is obvious that there are many gaps in the circle; and the needs of
the builders of the closely adjoining stone-fences suffice to explain
these. Indeed one stone-fence, of early date, cuts off a segment of the
circle to the west, and beyond this fence the original circumference
is unmarked by any remaining member of the circle. But at A, Fig.
82, the largest stone still standing, which reaches 4 ft 10 in. in height,
and is about 4 ft 6 in. in width, would appear to be a member of the

Fig. 82. Sherberton stone circle.
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circle which has been slightly displaced to accord with the alignment
of the old stone-fence of which it now forms a part.
The two fallen stones are 8 ft 8 in. and 7 ft 4 in. in length respectively.
The diameter of the true circle which most nearly accords to the
intiernal circumference is 97 ft. There is no trace of any barrow or
earn, and it appears to be a wholly isolated monument.
This circle has long been known and is shown on the first edition
of the 6 inch O.S., cvii, sw., Devon; lon. 3°-55'-13½, lat. 50°-32'-3i"
DOWN RIDGE CIRCLE

Down Ridge Circle lies on a north slope at an elevation of about
1,225 ft above mean sea level. There are but four stones still erect and
in place. There are three fallen stones on the circumference; and there
is one stone which is neither earth-fast nor fallen, but which rests
against two of the erect members of the circle, this seems certainly the
result of interference in years long subsequent to erection. The whole
group, erect and fallen, occupies but a quadrant. Here, as at Sherberton,
there has been much loss by robbery, and here too the walls of the
adjacent enclosures supply sufficient explanation of the theft.
The stones are relatively large, slab-like and not columnar. The four
erect stones stand respectively 3 ft 2 in., 3 ft 9 in., 3 ft 6 in., and 5 ft 9 in.
in height. The largest measures 9 ft 9 in. in width, 10 in. in thickness,
and 5 ft 9 in. in height (Pl. 51B). On the plan, Fig. 83, the stone which
leans against its neighbours is marked B.
The diameter of the true circle which most nearly accords to the
internal circumference is 81 ft 2 in.; there is no trace of any barrow or
cairn, and it appears to be a wholly isolated monument.
This circle was first noted by Burnard, and is one of the many
additions which he made to our knowledge of Dartmoor. It is not
shown on the first edition of the 6 inch O.S., but appears in later
editions. The sheet is cvii, sw., Devon, and the location lon. 3°-53 '-52",
lat. 50°-3i'-56r.
In general, stone circles have the component stones placed some little
distance apart, each from each. The spacing may be irregular, and the
irregularity does not always appear to be due to subsequent disturb
ance; but it is unusual that any stone should touch its neighbour. There
are two which come near contact, on the west part of the circumfer
ence of Scorhill Circle.
At Down Ridge there are four stones, two standing and two fallen,
which must originally have made a continuous length of circumference
amounting to at least 24 ft at and near the letter B on the plan (Fig.
83). This portion is so unlike what is usually found that it raises the
question whether this is not really a retaining circle around a grave.
The matter could possible be settled by excavation; there is certainly
no superficial evidence of a grave.

Fig. 83. Down Ridge stone circle (remains).
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The effect of robbery from the circles is to remove the stones of most
useful size, leaving on the one hand the smaller as being unworthy of
removal, and the largest as being difficult. Thus, where there has been
much theft, the remaining stones may be a very misleading sample. In
this connexion it might be recorded that when the huts and enclosures
on Shapley Common were swept away to the roads, almost the sole
survivor of the group was a hut-circle, the stones of which were most
unusually large.
THE GREY WETHERS

These two circles, situated on the crest of a ridge eastward of Sittaford Tor, are probably among the more familiar of the Dartmoor
stone monuments. They have been subjected to ‘restoration’. An
account of the original condition was given by Burnard in 1891.
When preparing the table on p. 260, I found the following choice of
figures for the diameters of the north and south circles of the Grey
Wethers:
South Circleft
North Circle
Authority
ft
Burnard
Chudleigh
Crossing
Falcon ..

100
81 abt.
100
100 abt.

105
81 abt.
105 abt.
over 100

Murray

120 abt.

120 abt.

120 abt.
Rowe
120 abt.
It is true that the statements were mostly qualified as being approxi
mate, and that Chudleigh’s ‘ 27 yards’ may have been a misprint for
‘37 yards’, although it occurs in both editions of his book; none the
less there was no authentic figure to be derived from the collection.
Personally I was hampered by the fact that I had made no survey of
these circles before their ‘restoration’, but, happily, the Rev. W. C.
Lukis, F.S.A., had, in 1879, made such a survey, and the Society of
Antiquaries of London has very kindly supplied me with a copy, with
permission for its use. It is only by complete survey that the diameters
of these circles can be accurately determined. I have checked Lukis’s
plotting, and find that the true circles which most nearly accord to
the circumferences have the following diameters—for the North
Circle 103^ ft, and for the South Circle 116^ ft. The distance between
the centres of the circles is 130 ft, less a few inches. See Fig. 84.
In 1879 the North Circle consisted of nine standing, and six fallen
stones, and three holes were traceable, from which stones had been
removed. Burnard, in 1891, gives nine standing, seven fallen, and one
almost wholly buried.
The South Circle, in 1879, consisted of seven standing, and twenty
fallen, of which two were nearly buried. Burnard, in 1891, gives seven

Fig. 84. The Grey Wethers.
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standing stones, and twenty fallen, of which three were almost wholly
buried. Stones have certainly been removed from both circles, but it
would appear that in the north the original spacing was 11 ft centre to
centre, and approximately the same in the south; this would give
twenty-nine as the full original number in the north, and thirty-three
in the south. If these were the numbers the precise mean distances from
centre to centre would have been, North Circle 11.17 ft, South Circle
11.06 ft, respectively.
The tallest erect stone in the North Circle was 4 ft 4 in. in length
above ground, 2 ft 9 in. in width, and from 1 ft to 1 ft 6 in. in thickness
at base; the shortest erect stone was 2 ft 6 in. in height. Both these
stones as they show above ground are approximately rectangular, with
level tops.
In the South Circle the tallest erect stone was 3 ft 10 in. in height and
2 ft 7 in. x 1 ft at the base; the shortest stone stood no more than 2 ft in
1879, and Burnard says 2 ft 7 in. in 1891, which is possible.
There were no fallen stones in either circle of which it could be said
that they probably stood higher than 4 ft 8 in.
It has been sought to argue that some of the stones are rectangular by
reason of having been hand-dressed. For this there is no evidence, and
the shape is merely an incident of the natural jointing of the granite.
Similar stones are to be found on the slopes of Sittaford Tor, among the
clitter.
COMPARATIVE SIZES OF CIRCLES

It may be useful to collect a statement of the diameters of the Stone
Circles of Dartmoor. In the following list those figures which are
starred have not the same precision as the majority, by reason in some
instances of the circles having been ‘restored’, without any adequate
survey having been first made. It is certain, however, that no error of
consequence occurs in the list.
Grey Wethers, South Circle .. 116½ ft
North Circle .. 103½ ft
Sherberton
..
..
..
96 ft
Scorhill ..
..
..
..
88 ft
Buttern Hill
..
..
..
81 ft
Down Ridge
..
..
..
81 ft
Brisworthy
..
..
..
79 ft
Cosdon, Whitemoor1 ..
..
66* ft
Femworthy2
..
..
..
64½ ft
Merrivale3
..
..
..
62 ft
Langstone Moor..
..
..
67* ft
All the unstarred figures represent internal diameters.
3 Fig. 116.
2 See p. 222.
1 See p. 266.
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The great number of retaining circles are much smaller than any
stone circles, but the largest retaining circle, the outer member of the
fourfold group on Yellowmead (Pl. 48), is larger than the smaller stone
circles, being 65 ft in internal diameter.
AN UNUSUAL TYPE OF STONE CIRCLE IN THE PLYM VALLEY

Shortly after the publication of my paper on the Moorland Plym
(P-I., 1890, Vol. 10) I found on Willings Walls Warren a stone circle
which is unlike any other circle known on Dartmoor. I showed the
circle to the Rev. H. H. Breton, who published a somewhat inaccurate
description in Part I of his booklet on Beautiful Dartmoor, p. 48 of the
first edition, and p. 54 of the second. In especial he says that there are
six clusters of stone, whereas there are but four certain clusters, with
doubtful indications of a fifth, although the fifth did most probably
exist at one time.
A reeve,1 or stone bank, crosses the Hentor Brook at a point 400 yds
above the Lee Moor Leat, its general direction approximately ne. by
N.; north of Hentor Brook it forms the hedge of the old Hentor Farm;
south of the Brook it is an isolated bank. At approximately 500 yds
from the Brook, to the se. by s., it is touched on the north side by the
circumference of the circle referred to.
Turning back along the course of the reeve toward Hentor Brook,
at a distance of 330 ft from the circle, one passes a kistvaen which lies
170 ft away from the reeve to the right (Fifty-first Barrow Report,
T.D.A., Vol. 64, p. 115, where the circle is also briefly mentioned). At
200 ft farther along the reeve, and at a distance from it of about 50 ft
to the left, lies another kistvaen (Nineteenth Barrow Report, T.D.A.,
Vol. 32, p. 49, as Lee Moor). We may describe the circle and the kist
vaens as the Lee Moor - Willings Walls Warren group, and thus
emphasize the tendency to grouping of sepulchral remains which is
found, not only in the Plym Valley, but also on Dartmoor in general.
The circle is not shown on any edition of the Ordnance Survey; it
should be found on 6 inch, Devon, cxii, se., in lon. 3°-59'-57", lat.
50°-28,-7^.
Fig. 85 in the text supplies a plan of the circle, the four undoubted
groups of stones being marked respectively A, B, C and D; while
the words ‘Large Stone’ indicate a stone in the reeve which may be
a displaced remnant of the fifth. It will be seen that, for a distance of
60 ft the reeve interferes with the circumference of the circle; and
somewhere in this length the fifth group is most probably merged.
The nearest true circle approximating to the actual internal circum
ference has a diameter of 137 ft 6 in.
1 See Crossing (1909), p. 32, for discussion on Dartmoor‘reaves’, which were
old boundaries of one sort or another, (ed.)
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Fig. 85. Plan ofWillings Walls Circle.
There is no trace of a barrow within the circle, nor is there any trench
around it.
Plans of the individual groups of stone are given in Fig. 86 in the
text, as A, B, C and D. There is nothing in these plans to suggest that
the groups were ever kistvaens, nor does examination on the ground
afford any suggestion to that effect. The groups have one feature in
common; in each two stones are clearly outstanding and exceed the
other members of the group in size. In each these two stones have their
longer axes set approximately radially to the circle. It is perhaps desir
able to qualify this general statement by noting that in group A the
third member, although distinctly smaller than the other two, is not
so markedly less as are the minor stones in the other groups; and that
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Fig. 86. Details of Groups, Willings Walls Circle.

in group D one of the larger stones does not now point distinctly
radially to the centre of the circle, but this is a fallen stone and has been
subject to disturbance. Plates 51 and 52, A, a'; b, b', c and d give views
of the stone groups. Of these A is taken looking out from the centre of
the circle, a' is a view of the same looking a little west of north; b is
a view of group b taken looking out from the centre of the circle,
b' is a view of the same looking approximately north; c and d are
views of the groups indicated by those letters, in either case taken
looking out from the centre of the circle.
These views and the plans should serve to convey as much informa
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tion as would an examination of the circle on the ground. I confess
that, after my long knowledge of the monument, and my recent
survey, I have no suggestion to make as to its nature or intent, beyond
the purely negative conclusion that the stone groups have never been
kistvaens. Its association with the two kistvaens which are not far
distant may have significance; in the same way that the association of
stone rows with graves must be felt to contain some part of the ex
planation of their intent.
It may be noted that if the full number of clusters was originally
five, and they had been disposed at the points of a regular pentagon,
their distance from centre to centre would have been, in round
numbers, 80 ft. The actual distances are: A to B 80 ft, B to C 67 ft,
C to D 89 ft (mean of B-C and C—D 78 ft). There remains sufficient
space for: D to lost member 81 ft, and lost member to A 81 ft. It seems
probable that the figure was originally five-sided.

Scorhill Circle, Gidleigh, looking wsw.

Plate 49

Plate 50

A. Tallest stone in Scorhill Circle.

B. Stones stolen from Scorhill Circle used in bank of leat.

Plate 51

A. Sherberton Circle, general view.

B. Down Ridge Circle, largest stone.

Plate 52

Willing Walls stone circle, groups A and B.

Plate 53

Willings Walls stone circle, groups B, C, and D.

